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Primary 6 Book 2       Name:________________ 

for inform absorbency 
cord deform absorbent 

fork stormy formidable 
form morning formulate 
storm sporty adornment 
born absorb affordable 
corn abort proportion 
torn formerly gorgeous 
horse afford reinforcement 
north borderline chorus 

port informative incorporate 
short shorten misfortune 
snort morbid misinform 
sort storage disorganised 
sport performance disorientated 
alone almighty talkative 
along already sleepwalker 
almost alright  

also although  
always altogether  
better address necessary 
butter collect accessible 
button happy penicillin 
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common excellent allegiance 
daddy gallop embellish 
dinner gallon reallocate 
hammer ballad billionaire 

ladder billion surveillance 
letter allowed intelligence 
lolly gossip tranquilliser 
lorry admission constellation 
mummy dissent crestfallen 
puppet fossil disallowed 
puppy possibly accessorise 
rabbit possible discussion 

rubber raffle excessive 
sudden effort progressive 
bubble drizzle acceptable 
cuddle scribble indescribable 
muddle smuggle insurmountable 
paddle reasonable unobtainable 
puddle miserable unrecognisable 
riddle enjoyable extinguishable 

juggle fixable  
apple workable  
battle middle  
able bible principle 
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candle chuckle uncouple 
handle people quadruple 
needle grumble dapple 
table fable disciple 

poodle sample  
tickle simple  
uncle crumple  
angle supple  
ankle ample  
demist deflate deactivate 
de-ice debate debatable 
defrost debrief  debilitation 

decode debugged decaffeinated 
debug defend demoralised  
 describe descend 
 design detached  
reach reacted reabsorb 
reform readjust recluse 
refresh        recent  required  
refuse reduction reactivated 

repay reject  recalculation 
replace revision receptive 
replay reinvent rehabilitation 
return relax reinvest 
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reuse religion relinquished  
non-drip non-greasy  non-functional 
non-stick non-smoker non-genetic  
non-stop non-starter non-conclusive  

 nonsense non-politically  
  non-renewable 
disable disgrace disability 
disuse disagree disadvantage 
disarm discover disaffiliation  
disclose disease disappointedly 
dislike disappoint disapprove 
disobey discharged disarray 

disorder discomfort discipline 
disown disco discourage 
discount displease discrete 
disrepair distress  disregarded 
distrust   
unable unbeaten unacquainted 
uncut unblock unaccustomed  
undo unblocked unaccountable 

unfair uncover unashamed  
unfit unhappy unbelievable 
unfold unbroken uncanny 
unkind uncertain unceremoniously 
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unload unplugged  undertone  
unlucky unclean unpleasantness 
unpack unclear unprovoked  
misdeal misbehave misguided 

misfire misunderstand misconceived 
mishear misleading  misinformed  
mislead misjudge  misquoted 
misplace misadvised misperceived 
misread misconduct misprogram 
mistake miscount mispronounced  
misuse mismatched  
 misprint  

antibody anticlockwise antibacterial  
antihero antifreeze anti-establishment  
  antibiotics  
  antipathy 
bony greasy spitefully 
happy prickly soulfully 
flaky sparkly sorrowfully 
lazy cheerfully beautifully 

nosy tastefully bountifully 
rosy unhelpfully meaningfully  
scary untruthfully mercifully 
shiny respectfully disgracefully 
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slimy frightfully vengefully 
smoky gleefully reproachfully 
spiky gracefully resentfully 
blindly correctly abhorrently 

sadly bravely forcibly 
fairly proudly forebodingly 
hardly suddenly productively 
kindly probably absentmindedly 
lively formidably abstractly 
lonely properly fortuitously 
loudly funnily absurdly 
shyly publicly frequently 

slowly quickly glamorously 
sweetly quietly affectionately 
weekly giggly graciously 
wisely harmlessly annoyingly 
purely heartbreakingly benevolently 
gently rightly  
helpful boastful beautiful 
careful spiteful bountiful 

handful forgetful insightful 
harmful grateful meaningful 
hateful faithful merciful 
hopeful mouthful disdainful 
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painful powerful uneventful 
playful thankful distasteful 
useful frightful purposeful 

 


